
For Aquinas, a necessary being is a being that must exist and cannot not-exist. 

 

 According to Catholic philosopher, Frederick Copleston, a cause is a kind of sufficient 

reason. Only a contingent being can have a cause. God is his own sufficient reason and he is 

not a cause of himself. He thinks that we do not know the essence of God a priori. It is only a 

posteriori, through our experience of the world that we come to a knowledge of the existence 

of that being. And then one argues that His essence and existence must be identical because if 

God's essence and existence were not identical, then some sufficient reason for this existence 

would have to be found beyond God. 

 

If all things in the series are contingent, i.e, things dependent on other things, it seems that the 

sum total of the series  also is contingent. Since everything in the series of contingent things 

needs a cause for its existence, how can the series taken as a whole not need a cause ? 

 

Copleston explains that if you add up contingent beings upto infinity, you still get contingent 

beings, not a necessary being. An infinite series of contingent beings will be unable to cause 

itself as one contingent being. So an outside cause - one that is itself uncaused and grounds 

the contingent series - is needed for the series. 

 

Atheist philosopher Bertrand Russell objects that: 

I. The contingent series just is. Russell argues that the causal series does not need an 

explanation. The whole concept of cause is one we derive from our observation of particular 

things, and he sees no reason whatsoever to suppose that the total/ whole series 

has any cause. 

2. The fallacy of composition : Russell argues that Copleston commits a logical fallacy. Just 

because the parts of a whole have a particular attribute, such as their being 'contingent', it 

does not follow that the whole also has that attribute.  

 

Even though all the stones that make up a castle are small, it doesn't follow that the castle 

wall is small. So too with the universe. Just because the parts that make it up are contingent 

and thus in need of a causal explanation, it doesn't follow that the whole is contingent and 

thus in need of a causal explanation. 

 

Defenders of the cosmological argument think that Russell's analogy is faulty.  

 

A more accurate analogy  according to the defenders is this : since the castle wall is made of 

stones,it is a stone castle wall, ie, since all of the parts that make up this wall are stones, the 

whole wall is stone.  

 

Objection 3: Explaining the parts of a whole explains the whole itself. If the individual parts 

that make up a thing are all explained,then the whole itself is explained as well. 

 

 In his ' Dialogues concerning Natural Religion', David Hume makes this objection : " 

Uniting these parts into a whole, like the uniting of several distinct countries into one 

kingdom..... is performed merely by an arbitrary act of the mind, and has no influence on the 

nature of things. Did I show you the particular causes of each individual in a collection of 

twenty particles of matter ?  

I should think it very unreasonable should you ask me what was the cause of the whole 

twenty. This was sufficiently explained in explaining the parts."  

 



4. Even granting the existence of a necessary cause, this cause need not be God. . The 

necessary being entailed by the cosmological argument is best understood as the most perfect 

being of the ontological argument. This seems to make the cosmological argument dependent 

on the ontological argument which is itself flawed. 

 


